Lucifer); masonic colors

Christian music, many artists of which are conscious agents of deception, and are paid well to deceive. The other main source is all the proof we need that key figure Thomas Jefferson was an Illuminatus, for he was the main person on The Illuminati "driving through Pennsylvania Dutch country, where he became intrigued by the hex symbols resembling the Columbia Broadcast System. CBS was founded in 1927, and began using "The Eye" in 1951. According to paganism has absolutely exploded in America since 2000. Since "9-11" of September 2001, many, many corporations specialize in.

is no longer interested in Wall Street - obvious from the price of the stock.

we trust" are not the God of the Bible, but fallen spirits of deception and destruction. Where they rule they bring death.

"terrorist").

Citibank

the church pastors and priests of His day, "You do the deeds of your father the devil (diabolos)... he was a murderer from

are equally deceptive, presenting themselves to the world as white and holy, when they are actually filthy, arrogant, proud

Sun worshippers will all be shocked to find themselves behind barbed wire someday instead of pearly gates. That is the

of the sun cult use a cross. The Bible makes it clear the cross is a curse, not a blessing. Anyone who wears a cross around

the ancient pagan Rebo, 15 century is ironic that pagans use wicked symbols to "ward off evil," while every one of these

Beast empire of Rome and Cabalah and witchcraft alike use the cross, believing that its power to destroy Christ reigns

by law, hence the eagle of Jupiter in many government signs, and the pentagram on weaponry (USA, N.Korea, Russia) and

judged them and destroyed their country because of despicable satanism and paganism, promptly adopted even more

- for they must hide 90% of history in a box labelled "doesn't exist," or face their own fallacy. The Sun and gold-loving

founded Switzerland) by the Pope himself. The Templars, the wealthiest sun cult ever, bankers to the Pontifex Maximus,

financial symbols pointing to the authority of the sun.

other pagan cultures, for millennia, for example, on a 1900 year-old synagogue in Capernaum on Lake Galilee

pagan since its inception, these "hex signs" are common - also in regions of America with dense German ethnicity,

"Star of David."

grievous sins of Cabala, the Zohar, Sabbatianism, justification by self-effort and traditions,

star of Moloch, the Mark of the Beast, will also be destroyed, for God does not protect those who align

satanic symbols of the Jewish religious leaders in the temple), they didn't realize that those who get a physical

used by Hitler himself in his well-documented worship of Lucifer and the Templar mysteries. Since the average Jew

women, and her father was B'nai B'rith, and as Barry Chamish told me in his living room recently, she was no stranger

he lost his soul, and ended a nation's very short life.

God and opened him to spiritual darkness which God cannot legally block, for these symbols allow Lucifer to exercise

to purge your house and your associations with those of another spirit.

Spirit), I have compiled this page of symbols to give you an easy and foolproof guide to those things that are

proof of service to the Queen of Heaven is at 6901 Hollywood Blvd.

Generals wear this star on their shoulders, for they sacrifice the most blood - of young men to Lucifer.

Nephilim that you forfeit God's protection, and welcome the all the "blessings" which Lucifer can

Spirit), which shut out

identical symbols are found across all cultures and generations, most of which had no contact with each

Such Sun Cult signs are found in most video games and Japanese anime. Believe me, this is